Abstract-An underwater object location method based on binocular stereo vision and artificial auxiliary interaction is proposed. Firstly, the calibration principle and basic model of binocular stereo vision are given, and the relationship between binocular disparity and depth is deduced in detail. Then, a special underwater camera (Nano SeaCam) is used, and we can calibrate the camera directly underwater. After that, the parameters of the camera are obtained to rectify the underwater images. Further, according to the characteristics of underwater ROV (Remote Operated Vehicle), we use the method of artificial interaction to select the corresponding pixels of left and right view images, and then use the distance measurement algorithm to calculate the target distance. The experimental results show that this method can achieve the proper effect of measuring distance underwater, and the accuracy can meet the practical requirements, which is feasible and efficient.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the rapid development of modern marine high-tech, the research and application of underwater robots which are important underwater delivery platforms, have also attracted much attention [1] . Because the machine vision technology device has characteristics of non-contact, high-precision and a significant amount of information, it has gradually become an important part of the underwater detection equipment, mostly equipped with the underwater detection robot. It can replace a human in the difficult marine environment to complete a variety of intelligent operation tasks, realize the development and utilization of marine resources. As an innovative application of machine vision, visual distance measurement is becoming more and more superior to traditional distance measurement technology in measurement accuracy and algorithm implementation.
In general, the underwater ranging system includes the following categories: underwater laser ranging, underwater ultrasonic ranging, underwater microwave radar electromagnetic ranging, and underwater visual ranging.
Underwater laser ranging is based on the propagation characteristics of laser theory [2] . Its maximum distance measuring range is related to the laser power, the receiver efficiency, the turbidity of the water and the background noise.
At present, maximum depth detection of clear water is about 50-70m, the depth of measurement accuracy is 0.3m, and the precision of laser ranging in murky water is relatively low. Although the laser scanning system for underwater terrain detection has reached the millimeter or centimeter accuracy, the distance is very limited, severely affected by environmental factors [3] .
Underwater ultrasonic ranging uses an acoustic transducer to launch and receive sound waves, according to the round-trip time of the beam and sound velocity to determine the target distance in the water. As the most mature technology in underwater ranging system, underwater ultrasonic ranging has been widely used in various underwater operations [4] , such as underwater terrain detection, side scan sonar and so on. The characteristics and stability of ultrasonic propagation make it become the main current underwater ranging technology, and is widely used in the tracking and measuring of the underwater target [5] . Ultrasonic or sonar ranging technology is mainly suitable for measurement of the remote targets in the deep water area, but in the shallow water zone, the accuracy of measurement will be greatly reduced due to the effect of thermocline on sound field distribution.
The application of the radar [6] or electromagnetic wave ranging [7] is not as widely used as the ultrasonic ranging or laser ranging. The electromagnetic wave propagation in seawater is prone to significant attenuation, which caused a great obstacle for the application of electromagnetic wave ranging underwater, so the detection range of electromagnetic wave is relatively short, and it is often used for low precision requirements.
At present, there are some underwater optical systems [8] , but basically use the conventional camera. It needs an additional sealing glass cover for waterproof treatment. When doing work underwater, we need to consider refraction problems [9, 10] between different medium such as air, water, water cover. It increases the computational complexity, so it is not very convenient.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the ROV underwater short distance ranging model and algorithm research. Under the premise of guaranteeing the range efficiency and algorithm feasibility, we design a kind of underwater binocular vision distance measuring system which meets the requirements of the precision.
The main contributions and features of this paper are:
(1) We use the professional underwater camera, without considering the refraction problems between different media such as air, water, water cover; (2) We directly do binocular stereo calibration underwater, without tedious calculations. It is straightforward and quick; (3) According to the characteristics of the ROV, we use auxiliary means of human interaction to enhance the accuracy of measurement. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the theory and model of binocular vision. Section III presents the experiment and analysis. Section IV gives the summary and prospect.
II. BINOCULAR STEREO VISION THEORY

A. Coordinate Transformation, Monocular and Binocular
Calibration Calibration is an important and basic part of the binocular system, simply speaking, camera calibration [11] is the process that use the image coordinate and world coordinate to solve internal and external parameters. Camera calibration system contains four coordinate systems as shown in Fig. 1 : world coordinate system owxwywzw, camera coordinate system ocxcyczc, image physical system oxy, and image pixel coordinate system uv: The conversion from the physical image coordinate system to the image pixel coordinate system is as follows:
Among them, dx is the physical size of each pixel in the xdirection, dy is the physical size of each pixel in the y-direction, (cx, cy) is the center coordinate of the image (optical center).
The transformation from world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system can be expressed as follows:
In the formula (3), R is a rotation matrix of 3×3, t is a translation matrix of 3×1, which together represent the positional relationship between the camera coordinate system and the world coordinate system. 0 is the vector (0, 0, 0).
We can use (1) (2) (3) to obtain the transform relationship between point P in the world coordinate and its projection point p in pixel coordinate. 
1 M is camera intrinsic parameter matrix, fx and fy are respectively the equivalent focal length of x and y directions, cx and cy is the optical center. M2 is the extrinsic parameter matrix, R and t are the rotation matrix and translation matrix, xw is the homogeneous coordinate of the spatial point in the world coordinate system.
In actual use, to improve the precision of camera calibration, we need to consider the nonlinear model, that is the camera distortion [12] , mainly including the radial distortion k1, k2, k3 and tangential distortion p1, p2.
Radial distortion: = r x y + In order to prevent over-rectification, we can make k3=0, at this time only need to consider k1 k2.
After obtaining the parameters such as the intrinsic parameters and the distortion of the left and right cameras, binocular stereo calibration can be performed. That is to say, based on the parameters of the single camera, the transformation relation between the left and right camera coordinate system is established, and the relative position between the two cameras is measured to obtain the extrinsic parameter matrix between the left and right camera coordinates (that is the rotation matrix R of the right camera relative to the left camera and the translation vector t).
B. Binocular Stereo Vision Basic Model and Main Principle of Distance Measurement
Binocular stereo vision technology, as one of the important branch of computer vision, has the advantages of low cost, fast speed, and high precision. We use the binocular stereo system to locate objects quickly in the scene. In general, binocular camera model can be shown in Fig.2 . After binocular calibration and correction, the primary optical axis of binocular camera is parallel. Any point in the world coordinate system satisfies: the point and its imaging point in the left and right cameras are in the same plane. OL and OR are the optical centers of the camera. Two line segments with a length of L represent the image plane of the left and right camera, b is the baseline of two cameras. The shortest distance from the optical center to the image plane is the focal length f. If P is a point of the world coordinate system, its imaging points on the left and right imaging plane are PL and PR. The distances from PL and PR to their respective imaging plane's left edge are XL and XR. And the disparity is XR-XL. After calibration and correction, f, b, XL, XR can be obtained. So the depth of field Z of the object can be seen as the distance from the target point P to binocular cameras. The derivation procedure is as follows:
Fig. 2. Binocular stereo vision model
By the principle of similar triangles, we can know:
(9) + (10) is:
We have known:
But,
And,
d is the disparity, import it to the formula (19), and finally we can have:
This is the formula for calculating distance.
III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The flow of the proposed system is shown in Fig.3 . 
A. Experimental Environment
We use professional underwater camera which is the Nano SeaCam produced by DeepSea company in America. We use two cameras to form a waterproof parallel binocular system, the camera is shown in Fig. 4 . To calibrate our system, we process 25 pairs of 960pix×576pix images for different poses of the planar target with a checkerboard grid comprising 45mm×45mm squares, as shown in the Fig. 5 . We estimated parameters by Zhang's calibration method [13] . 
B. Parameter Acquisition of Binocular Camera
We use OpenCV [14] and combine with Matlab to do the calibration of the camera underwater directly. Because we use the professional camera to do the calibration underwater, there is no need to consider refraction problems between different medium. This method is straightforward and fast, without cumbersome calculations. Table I Table III shows the calibration results of the left and right camera underwater. By t, we can know the baseline b = 94.62 (mm). Fig. 7 shows a schematic diagram of underwater calibration. In addition, Table IV-Table VI also give the underwater binocular camera calibration data in the air as a comparison, it is clear that due to different medium, there are some differences in the parameters, but the R and t is basically the same as we expected. 
C. Underwater Image Processing, Distance Measurement Results and Analysis
The underwater image has some noise due to the uneven illumination of underwater and the scattering of particles, so it is necessary to preprocess the underwater image.
To enhance visual effect, we use CLAHE (contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization) algorithm [15] to the image. Fig. 8 shows the left and right view images of a cylinder and its image after enhancement. We can see that after enhancement, the image is clearer and sharper, and the visual effect is better than before. These will be helpful for subsequent operations to select corners.
After the image preprocessing, in order to make the left and right image to achieve the ideal form of parallel alignment for facilitating the corresponding point matching and other operations, we need to carry on the stereo rectification, as shown in Fig. 9 . After that, corresponding feature points of left and right images are on the same line. We can use a stereo matching algorithm to calculate the disparity. However, for the underwater picture, due to the particularity of underwater environment, the image will be affected by the illumination and noise, which will make the matching algorithm ineffective and cause the corresponding point selection to be inaccurate. Our design is mainly aimed at the ROV, so we fully consider the characteristics of the ROV underwater operation [16, 17] . After rectifying the image, we use artificial selection for the corresponding points in the left and right image to calculate the disparity, and then according to the formula (21) we can calculate the target distance. This algorithm can improve the measuring accuracy of target ranging underwater. The algorithm can be summarized as: When selecting corresponding points in the left and right image, the salient features such as corners on objects are chosen. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , in order to accurately select the corner, we have affixed a typical pattern on the cylindrical object. The calibration plate itself is a marked checkerboard pattern, so there is no need to process again.
When testing, we choose the calibration plate and cylinder objects to do the ranging experiments underwater. Each group of experiment takes five times. The results are given in Table  : It can be seen that due to the use of artificial interaction to select the corresponding matching point, the error is below 1% within 1 meters, and the precision is good. But when the distance increases, ranging error increases. This is because as the distance increases, the disparity becomes smaller. According to the distance formula, the smaller the disparity, the greater the distance, thus the measurement error becomes larger.
IV. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT
In this paper, the parallel binocular stereo vision system is studied, and the algorithm of distance measurement is analyzed and deduced in detail. We use the professional underwater binocular camera to do stereo calibration underwater directly. It will eliminate tedious calculation of the medium refraction. At the same time, according to the characteristics of the ROV, we use the method of artificial auxiliary operation to choose corresponding points and calculate disparity, and then measure the distance.
The results show that within 1 meter, the measurement error is below 1%, the accuracy is good and feasible. The next step is to design automatic ranging system, and optimize the algorithm to achieve the real-time target ranging.
